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Surge-type glaciers are loosely defined as glaciers that experience periodic alterations between slow and fast flow
regimes. Glaciers from a variety of mountain ranges around the world have been classified as surge-type, yet con-
sensus of what defines a glacier as surge-type has not always been met. A common source of dispute is the lack
of a succinct and globally applicable delimiter between a surging and non-surging glacier. The attempt is often
a Boolean classification; however, glacier speedup events can vary significantly with respect to event magnitude,
duration and the fraction of the glacier that participates in the speedup. For this study, we first updated the inventory
of glaciers that show flow instabilities in the Alaska Range, and then quantified the spectrum of speedup behavior.
We developed a new method based on medial moraine distortion to automatically detect glaciers that exhibit flow
instabilities. Our automated results show a 91% success rate when compared to direct observations of speedup
events and glaciers that are suspected to display unstable flow based on surface features. Through a combination
of observations from the Landsat archive and previously published data, our inventory now contains 36 glaciers
that encompass at least one branch exhibiting unstable flow and we document 53 speedup events that occurred
between 1936 and 2014. We then present a universal method for comparing glacier speedup events based on a
normalized event magnitude metric. This method provides a consistent way to include and quantify the full spec-
trum of speedup events and allows for comparisons with glaciers that exhibit clear surge characteristics yet have
no observed surge event to date. Our results show a continuous spectrum of speedup magnitudes, from steady flow
to clearly surge-type, which suggests that qualitative classifications, such as ‘surge-type’ or ‘pulse-type’ behavior,
might be too simplistic and should be accompanied by a standardized magnitude metric.


